Limited access to bank branches excludes over one billion people from accessing financial services in developing countries. Digital financial services offered by banks and mobile money providers through agents can solve this problem without the need for complex and costly physical banking infrastructures. Delivering digital financial services through agents requires a legal framework to regulate liability. This article analyses whether vicarious liability of the principal is a more efficient regulatory approach than personal liability of the agent. Agent liability in Kenya, Fiji, and Malawi is analysed to demonstrate that vicarious liability of the principal, coupled to an explicit agreement as to agent rewards and penalties, is the more efficient regulatory approach.
INTRODUCTION
Banks traditionally provide financial services through bank branch networks. In developing countries, these networks tend to be concentrated in cities. For poor people in remote regions, access to financial services through bank branches has been severely limited. To rectify this problem, governments have embraced digital financial services ("DFS") as an efficient means to promote financial inclusion. DFS can be defined as financial services provided through mobile phones, and includes e-money and mobile money delivered through bank-led and non-bank-led models.
1 Non-bank-led models include DFS provided by internet and telecommunications providers. This article will assess the most efficient regulatory approach for promoting financial inclusion in developing countries under both models.
In developing countries, DFS are providing over 2.5 billion people with access to basic fundamental financial services.
2 Governments in more than 80 countries have adopted DFS as a means of extending financial services to millions of financially excluded and underserved people.
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DFS has acted as a catalyst for economic development and growth in these countries. 4 By offering DFS through mobile money and branchless banking services, providers can promote financial inclusion without physical access to a traditional bank branch. 5 Mobile money involves customers acquiring e-money by paying cash to an agent, or by receiving remittances, government payments, or otherwise. The e-money can then be used to pay bills, remit funds, or be saved. 6 Branchless banking is accessing a bank account and other financial services through telecommunication technologies and is usually outsourced to a third party -typically a retail agent. 7 Agents acting on behalf of a bank or Mobile Network Operator ("MNO") normally operate viable stand-alone businesses including retail shops, petrol stations, or post offices. The existing business premises and its infrastructure are used by the agent to deliver primary DFS functions such as cashin and cash-out, thereby serving as the customer interface. 8 Although the DFS provided by agents in developing countries are typically simple and involve small amounts of money, they are nonetheless vulnerable to fraud and other financial crimes. 9 Successful agent networks therefore require a suitably regulated and supervised legal framework. 10 Allocating the legal responsibility or liability for an agent's acts or omissions bears economic implications for a DFS network in terms of regulatory efficiency and financial inclusion. Liability rules prescribe which party in a relationship bears the economic risk and social cost of an activity.
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From a legal perspective, agent liability is shaped by regulations and the contractual relationship between a principal and its agent. 12 This paper will analyse agent liability from a theoretical perspective so as to determine which liability regime will best facilitate future market growth. During the early stages of a DFS market, a developing country's central bank needs to play a pivotal role in regulatory enforcement and consumer protection because it is unlikely that customers will engage in litigation to enforce their rights; although there may be the possibility of collective or class actions as markets develop. Nonetheless the best regulatory regime is one that is right in theory as well as in practice, and this is what we are seeking to define.
This article seeks to assess whether principal vicarious liability or agent personal liability is a more efficient regulatory approach to promote financial inclusion in developing countries. In this context regulatory efficiency is the regulation of a DFS agent network that does not impose unnecessary costs and obligations on supervisors, customers, principals, or agents. 13 To explore this issue, we compare three common law jurisdictions -Kenya, Fiji, and Malawi. These case studies were selected on the basis of their level of regulatory development and financially inclusive policies.
This article is in six sections. Following this Introduction, Section II examines DFS agents as a tool to promote financial inclusion. Section III analyses the risks and economic incentives of the agent and the principal that influence the level of compliance and how this relationship should be supervised. Section IV analyses the statutory and common law agent liability regimes in Kenya, Fiji, and Malawi. Section V develops this analysis by examining vicarious liability as an efficient regulatory tool and how contractual mechanisms can redress inefficient economic incentives in regulating agent liability. This section also examines how non-bank MNO principals' agent liability could be more efficiently regulated in Kenya. The article then concludes.
II. DIGITAL FINANCIAL SERVICES AGENTS AND FINANCIAL INCLUSION
Given its fundamental role as a catalyst for economic growth and financial inclusion in developing countries, 14 DFS have been embraced by a wide range of countries, and endorsed in policy formulation by international bodies including the World Bank Group, the Group of Twenty-Four, the Center for Financial Inclusion ("CFI"), and the Consultative Group to Assist the Poor ("CGAP"). 15 The CFI defines financial inclusion as:
A state in which all people who can use them have access to a full suite of quality financial services, provided at affordable prices, in a convenient manner, and with dignity for the clients. Financial services are delivered by a range of providers, most of them private, and reach everyone who can use them, including disabled, poor, rural, and other excluded populations. 19 This section will focus on Kenya's MNO, Safaricom, and its mobile money network, "M-Pesa", as this represents a highly successful DFS and agent infrastructure rollout in a developing country.
Kenya has seen phenomenal growth in DFS. High mobile phone penetration rates allowed Safaricom to reach over 17 million customers or two-thirds of the adult population, including the unbanked, disadvantaged, and marginalised communities. 20 Around 25% of Kenya's gross national product flows through Safaricom's M-Pesa network.
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The M-Pesa network operates on mobile phones and therefore does not require traditional bank accounts. To gain access to M-Pesa e-money, customers purchase SIM cards and air time through Safaricom's master agents. M-Pesa retail agents, which number over 32,000, allow customers to top-up or withdraw cash and make digital fund transfers and payments. 22 This article focuses on the use of M-Pesa retail agents and their relationship with Safaricom.
M-Pesa funds are not held, nor can they be accessed, by Safaricom. All funds are held in a trust established by Vodaphone, Safaricom's parent company, and are deposited in prudentially regulated commercial banks which are 100% backed by pooled accounts. 23 is outsourced to agent network managers such as Top Image, which helped design the M-Pesa training curriculum.
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Safaricom's M-Pesa infrastructure is also being leveraged to further promote financial inclusion by facilitating payments for basic yet essential utilities and social services such as energy, health, water, and education. 25 Agents provide financial education to enhance greater participation in traditionally underserved communities. 26 Government policy makers and regulators are drawn to DFS because it enables efficient, indiscriminate, transformative, widespread, and cost effective financial inclusion.
III. ALLOCATION OF RISK
A successful DFS network requires a regulatory framework that allocates agent liability and promotes financial inclusion. This section will focus on which party in the principal-agent relationship should be allocated risk and liability.
Law and economics analyse norms from an efficiency perspective. 27 When it comes to the issue of liability, the main goal is to assess how and to whom the law should attribute the legal risk of wrongdoings and their social costs so as to promote efficiency. 28 An optimal liability rule should place the risk of wrongdoing on the party that is the most efficient risk-bearer. 29 Arguments pertaining to liability rules and the allocation of risk focus on four issues: (i) economic incentives of the DFS parties, (ii) agent insolvency and liability, (iii) the supervision and regulation of agent liability, and (iv) consumer protection, and anti-money laundering and combating the financing of terrorism ("AML/CFT") regulations. We will deal with the first three issues in this article. We have dealt with AML/CFT issues elsewhere 30 and are presently undertaking work into consumer protection issues, the findings from which will be published later.
A. Economic Incentives
The recruitment and retention of an agent network is challenging. Profits from an agent business need to be sufficient to motivate the agent to join and remain in the DFS network. In deciding whether DFS is an attractive business proposition, the agent has to consider how associated compliance costs will affect profitability. These costs comprise of compliance with regulations, contractual obligations, and where relevant, potential litigation costs from offering DFS. 31 These costs would comprise the costs of hiring lawyers, court fees, and the cost of potential damages awarded against the agent. Agent litigation can, at least in theory, arise from DFS customers seeking to recover damages for an agent's negligence, theft, violation of privacy laws, or other misuses of confidential customer data. 32 The party bearing the liability potentially faces high legal risks. If a prospective agent reasons that complying with their legal obligations is too burdensome or risky they may decline to become a DFS agent. Agent personal liability can thus be a disincentive for prospective agents, constraining potential DFS penetration, and inhibiting financial inclusion. Di Castri argues:
Placing large compliance or financial constraints on agents hampers mobile money [ 33 ] services from reaching scale, as they rely heavily on low-cost distribution at low-overhead agent points. Agents constantly evaluate the mobile money business against other potential uses of their capital.
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If a jurisdiction chooses to adopt agent personal liability rules, principals wanting to establish a DFS network will, in theory, be compelled to incentivise agents by paying a higher commission to offset compliance costs, including potential damages from litigation. However, if the principal rewards the agent excessively, the principal's revenues, based on the cost advantage of delivering DFS through a network of agents rather than a system of branches, may be completely absorbed by agent remuneration. 35 Government policy needs to redress this liability and risk imbalance to facilitate an environment in which a DFS network can flourish.
B. Agent Insolvency and Liability
From the principal's perspective, a personal liability rule whereby the agent is fully exposed to DFS risk and liability may appear to be the optimal outcome. This is because the principal will receive the commercial benefits from the agent's activities while mitigating absolute costs -such as reduced levels of expenditure for training and monitoring, and paying compliance costs relating to fines and compensation following an adverse court order. Yet the literature in this field consistently supports the proposition that excessive profits for a principal at the expense of an agent's solvency, or the principal's evasion of liability for agent negligence or misconduct, is very inefficient.
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Agents bear a high risk of becoming insolvent from legal disputes because costs and/or compensation can exceed their net worth. 37 The risk of the agent becoming insolvent will affect each party's behaviour. Shavell argues that when an agent has insufficient financial resources this can result in a reduction in the level of customer care and therefore increased risks.
38 Sykes also states:
[A]n efficient allocation of resources requires the agent to invest in loss avoidance to the point where the marginal cost of further investment (in dollars or their utility equivalent) exactly equals the marginal reduction of expected damages. Because of the potential 32 CGAP Focus Note No 75, supra note 9 at 19. 33 Mobile money can be defined as a mobile-based transaction service that can be transferred electronically using mobile networks: see Alliance for Financial Inclusion, supra note 12 at 1. 34 Di Castri, supra note 9 at 24, 25. 37 When an agent's assets are insufficient to compensate a litigant following a court order is known as "judgementproof", see Sykes, "The Economics of Vicarious Liability", ibid at 1231, 1241 and 1278. Principals usually offer agents pooled insurance. 38 Shavell, Economic Analysis of Accident Law, supra note 36.
insolvency of the agent, however, the expected loss to the agent in the event of a wrong is smaller than the expected damages. The agent thus has less incentive (overall and at the margin) to invest in loss avoidance than he would if he could pay damages in full. 39 In these circumstances agents will underinvest in loss avoidance. 40 Agent personal liability is inefficient because as the agent's moral hazard increases so does the risk of insolvency and therefore the loss of customers' funds. The efficient liability rule discourages moral hazard and rebalances the duty of care by penalising the agent when taking excessive risks, or not complying with regulations or the principal-agent contract.
Archetypically, principals are well resourced large corporations. In comparison, agents are predominantly sole traders with limited financial backing. Principals are thus better placed to remain solvent while absorbing extraordinary liabilities such as costly legal disputes. 41 The purchasing power of corporations also means the cost of buying insurance is much lower for a principal than for an agent. 42 Although the principal's assets should cover judgment costs in full, the potential liability imposed encourages higher quality service delivery, training, and monitoring to ensure that agents exercise a satisfactory level of care to mitigate potential risks and protect customers' funds.
C. Supervision of Digital Financial Services Agents
Effective supervision is a precondition to ensure that DFS networks are efficiently regulated. Bankled DFS are, like traditional banks, extensively supervised and regulated. 43 Yet potentially problematically, agents intermediate money while being detached from traditional bank supervision. Agents are exposed to higher economic and legal risks which can create frictional costs, undermining supervision and regulatory compliance. A precondition for effective agent supervision is therefore the efficient allocation of risk.
To clarify this point, assume that it is immaterial which party bears the risk and liability. The optimal liability rule attributes risk and liability on the party -agent, central bank/financial supervisor, or principal -that can achieve the maximum compliance with the minimal amount of effort. Agent self-regulation is inefficient because of the potential moral hazard risk. This leaves two options: either a financial supervisor supervises agents, or the principal assumes liability for, and supervision of, their agents.
In developing countries, financial supervisors, usually central banks, regulate DFS. When central banks supervise agents directly, their culture and mandates can be at odds with proportionate regulation to promote financial inclusion. 44 An excessive regulatory burden imposed on agents will produce a disincentive to take-up DFS business. A more efficient approach is for central banks to supervise the principal, and require the principal to supervise their agents. This has been the approach adopted in many developing countries, including Kenya, Fiji, and by default, Malawi.
When DFS includes products such as insurance, non-bank financial supervisors may impose further regulatory obligations. DFS supervision may regulate non-financial institutions, for example MNOs, which are also subject to telecommunications supervision. A DFS regulatory regime 39 Sykes, "The Economics of Vicarious Liability", supra note 36 at 1244. 40 Ibid at 1268. 41 This concept was introduced by Shavell; see Steven Shavell, "The Judgment Proof Problem" (1986) 6 Int'l Rev L & Econ 45. 42 Sykes, "The Economics of Vicarious Liability", supra note 36 at 1235, 1236. involving multiple supervisors is inefficient because of the potential to produce regulatory overlap, gaps, and "underlap", thereby exposing the principal and agent to excessive compliance burdens. 45 In Kenya, MNOs' telecommunications activities are supervised by the Communications Authority of Kenya ("CAK") with the Central Bank of Kenya ("CBK") supervising DFS functional responsibilities. 46 The CBK did not supervise Safaricom's use of agents, nor agent liability during the market's development phase. Technological innovations and financial inclusion were able to flourish while developments were monitored and the financial system's integrity maintained. 47 Supervising and regulating mobile money was to be undertaken once the market was established. 48 Accordingly, the National Payments Systems Regulations 2014 ("NPSR") have now brought all payment service providers, e-money issuers, and their agents within the CBK's DFS supervisory ambit.
Furthermore, the Competition Authority of Kenya ruled that Safaricom's contractual agent exclusivity clause was unenforceable, thereby allowing other MNOs to utilise its agent network. 49 With DFS institutional demarcations being eroded by MNOs, the functional approach to supervision is proving to be an efficient way to regulate the use of agents.
When agent supervision is assigned to the principal, the cost is transferred from the public to the private sector. Banks and MNOs are in a superior position to monitor agents because the DFS activities are directly connected to the principal's business. In contrast, central banks are one step removed or disconnected from the DFS activity. A direct connection with the agent facilitates the most efficient collection of agent DFS information, thereby producing information asymmetries and economies of scope. This places the principal in the ideal position to recruit, assess, and monitor agents. Vicarious liability produces the optimal level of agent supervision as the principal will be incentivised to train and monitor agents to reduce their risk exposure. Dias and McKee argue that vicarious liability limits the principal's opportunities to circumvent regulations and compels addressing customer complaints. 50 As Di Castri observes:
Most regulators have opted for a light touch in regulating distribution networks because they recognise that the risks posed by mobile money distribution can be effectively monitored and mitigated by the providers… If the DFS principal is liable for its agents, the central bank's regulatory burden is substantially reduced. A light-touch regulatory approach is feasible because the principal has an economic incentive to ensure a satisfactory standard of care to mitigate risks and enforce regulatory compliance. This approach also encourages the DFS market to develop and flourish, supporting financially inclusive policies.
D. Regulating the Use of Digital Financial Services Agents
A precondition for regulating the use of DFS agents is a suitable legal framework. 52 The nature of the business relationship, the supervisory and regulatory structure, the principal-agent contract, and the common law all influence the legal framework's design.
When principals use agents or agent-like entities the business relationship is known as "outsourcing". The principal is not vicariously liable for its agents as employees, because legally agents are not typically employees. Independent contractors are not employees at common law but may nonetheless be agents. In Kenya, the wording of Safaricom's M-Pesa contract does not use the term "agent" and it explicitly states that cash merchants are independent contractors. Independent contractors are contracted by Safaricom as principals in their own right, despite performing the outsourcing function of an agent. Each independent contractor buys their own float through M-Pesa and trades on their own account. The nature of the outsourced business relationship will determine the extent of the principal's vicarious liability and the agent's personal liability.
Notwithstanding DFS intermediated through agents are simple and involve small amounts of money, the market is susceptible to regulatory challenges because of the reliance on non-financial businesses and outsourcing. Yet for the market to flourish DFS businesses must comply with technically complex regulations, such as know-your-customer ("KYC") and AML/CFT. A sustainable DFS network is therefore contingent on the ability of agents to efficiently meet their regulatory compliance obligations. Inefficiently designed regulatory architecture imposes onerous compliance burdens on principals and their agents which can impede participation, profitability, and financial inclusion, while exposing the network to the risk of financial crime.
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The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision ("BCBS") international policy "Outsourcing in Financial Services" recommends two guiding principles. First, supervisors should be assured that outsourcing does not hamper the regulated entity's ability to meet its compliance obligations, and secondly, supervisors should be aware of the potential risks posed where the outsourcing activities of multiple regulated entities are concentrated within a limited number of service providers. 54 In practice, these principles have been applied by developing countries that regulate the use of DFS agents.
E. Agent Legal Liability
The principal's liability for their agent's conduct can be determined by statute, other regulations, or the principal-agent contract. 55 Under the contract, an agent typically provides DFS on behalf of the principal in exchange for: being paid a commission; possibly an interest-free overdraft; marketing; 52 Deciding which party is legally liable for the agent bears economic implications in terms of efficiency and financial development. Liability rules can be broadly divided into two types: 57 either (i) agent is liable when performing undertakings on the principal's behalf -agent personal liability; or (ii) the principal is liable for agent's conduct -principal vicarious liability. 58 Negotiations are the primary means of allocating risk and liability under a contract. Coase established the principle that in a world with no transaction costs, agents are able to negotiate the most efficient bargain. 59 In an ideal world, if the agent is personally liable but not at fault, then the contract would obligate the principal to reimburse the agent. Conversely, if the principal is vicariously liable when the agent is at fault, the contract should obligate the agent to reimburse the principal. 60 In practice transaction costs are present in all contracts which include the costs of negotiating in the presence of information asymmetries, monitoring counter-party behaviour, and enforcing contractual obligations. 61 Enforcement costs are typically higher in developing countries because judicial systems are less efficient and transparent than those in developed countries. 62 Principals also have more expansive financial and business resources, compliance experience, and legal proficiency than that of agents. This places an agent at a disadvantage when negotiating contractual terms with a principal, thereby tending to undermine the efficient allocation of DFS risk and liability.
A regulatory framework that predetermines risk and liability is required to redress this bargaining inefficiency. In Kenya and Fiji, the scope of vicarious liability is determined by the agent banking guidelines and/or the principal-agent contract. 63 How efficiently risk and liability is allocated will depend on the judicial system to interpret the liability clauses in the regulations or principal-agent contract.
IV. DIGITAL FINANCIAL SERVICES AGENT REGULATION AND THE COMMON LAW

A. Financial Legal Infrastructure
The use of mobile phone technology and DFS agents is quickly becoming the primary mode of financial service delivery in developing countries. 64 Building an inclusive financial system relies on a broad set of technical, economic, and social policies. 65 Calomiris and Haber have demonstrated how credible financial governance systems influence financial stability and determine the aggregate supply of credit in an economy. 66 Effective laws are critical in strengthening the function of finance, managing risk, and building customer trust in an inclusive financial system. Arner argues persuasively that economic growth and financial deepening depend on strong legal institutions. 67 The financial legal infrastructure necessary to promote financial inclusion requires laws that permit financial institutions to engage efficiently with customers in transparent financial transactions. 68 Independent courts and a reliable body of law governing commercial transactions are thus prerequisites for successful and sustainable financial intermediation. 69 Regulatory designhow liability is allocated within a DFS network under regulatory guidelines and the common lawwill influence the growth and development of financial systems, financial deepening, and therefore financial inclusion in developing countries.
B. The Scope of Vicarious Liability under Guidelines, Contracts, and the Common Law
Supervisors need to decide whether risk and liability should be allocated through a formal regulatory framework -typically either by statute, regulation, or binding guidelines. For example, Kenya and Fiji have issued agent liability guidelines for the development of agent banking.
70 By contrast, Malawi has not issued any such guidelines and the Reserve Bank (E-Money) Regulations 2014 draft (E-Money Regulations) is silent on agent liability. Di Castri has observed:
In order to ease restrictions on how a third party can be used, regulators are increasingly relying on provider liability for the provision of third party financial services. Some jurisdictions require this liability to be expressly stated in the agreement between the provider and the third party. 71 In practice, Fiji's Agent Banking Guideline state that a commercial bank shall:
Be liable for the actions and omissions of its Agent relating to Agent Banking services or matters connected therewith, as agreed to in their contracts with Agents.
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On its face, this guideline can be interpreted two ways: either as meaning that commercial banks should always be primarily liable for their agent's conduct, but the precise extent of this liability can be determined in each case by the terms of their contract; or that commercial banks are primarily liable, but the terms of the contract can heavily modify and even exclude that liability.
In the absence of judicial authority, it is difficult to know what interpretation the Fijian central bank puts on the guideline, but no doubt there is a settled practice that will be determinative. If the latter interpretation is preferred, the agent's limited bargaining power may result in an inefficient allocation of liability.
Private regulation of agent liability under an outsourcing contract is common in non-bank led DFS models. In comparison, agent banking guidelines tend to place liability on the bank principals. Kenya's Guideline on Agent Banking states:
The institution is wholly responsible and liable for all actions or omissions of its agents and this responsibility shall extend to actions of the agents even if not authorised in the contract as long as they relate to agent banking services or matters connected therewith.
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A bank principal's liability is traced from agent banking services or matters connected to a valid contract. Agents are typically defined broadly as an "entity that has been contracted by an institution and approved by the Central Bank" so as to capture all DFS outsourced entities.
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Problematically non-bank principals, such as MNOs, are not typically captured by such regulations. Strict institutional demarcations pertaining to principals under Kenya's Agent Banking Guidelines produce a large regulatory gap and supervisory underlap by failing to capture all DFS principals. For example, because Safaricom is a MNO, its agents fall outside the CBK's Agent Banking Guidelines and their liability is therefore determined by the M-Pesa contract, which states:
You acknowledge that M-Pesa cash merchants are independent contractors and Safaricom shall not be liable for the acts or omissions of M-Pesa cash merchants.
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This clause limits customer recourse solely to the cash merchant. Safaricom's M-Pesa contract is an inefficient allocation of (personal) liability and risk. Although the CBK is promoting financial inclusion with a light-touch regulatory regime, personal liability may undermine customer confidence and trust if the cash merchant is unable to fully compensate customers. A DFS market characterised by an absence of substantive competition, uncertainty, and diminished trust could trigger a feedback loop whereby customers tend to disengage from the DFS network, resulting in DFS agents being a less viable business. If the trend is not reversed, retail agents will leave the DFS network, adversely affecting the network's development and financially inclusive policies. Agent guidelines that do not regulate all DFS principals undermine the efficient allocation of liability, the DFS network, and financial inclusion.
In practice, we suspect in Kenya that Safaricom often accepts liability in situations of agent misconduct so as to preserve the value of its brand and reputation; but under the contractual regime Safaricom has in force this is a discretionary call by Safaricom on a case-by-case basis.
In Malawi, there are no agent banking guidelines and the E-Money Regulations do not explicitly allocate agent liability. Where the law is silent on agent liability, the courts determine the scope of principal and agent liability. Malawi, Kenya, and Fiji are former British colonies operating with English common law. This law holds that a valid contract between the customer and agent, within the scope of the agent's actual authority, will render a disclosed principal vicariously liable for the agent's acts or omissions. 76 When an agent acts beyond this authority, although appearing to a customer to be acting with authority, and the customer honestly and reasonably believes that the agent has authority, the principal is bound by the agent's acts or omissions due to the agent's 73 CBK Guideline on Agent Banking, supra note 63 at art 5.1.1. 74 Ibid at art 1.4. 75 Safaricom, "M-Pesa Contract," Kenya, 18.11 (copy on file with authors). ostensible authority. 77 However, the agent will in this instance be personally liable to the principal for damages. 78 Conversely, if the customer is aware that the agent lacked actual authority or if the principal has provided sufficient notice such that it would be reasonable for the customer to be aware the agent lacked actual authority, then the principal will not be vicariously liable. 79 Generally, when an agent acts within their authority a principal has an incentive to ensure that their agent meets their compliance obligations because under the common law the signing of any document by the agent, within its actual authority, is effectively the bank principal signing that document. 80 Under these circumstances, the common law in Kenya, Malawi, and Fiji incentivises the principal to mitigate all potential agent liability risks.
Prior to the introduction of the NPSR in 2014, Kenyan non-bank principals could draft the principal-agent contract so that independent contractors were personally liable. 81 This position has now changed. The NPSR states:
A payment systems provider is liable to its customers for the conduct of its agents, performed within the scope of the agency agreement. 82 An agency agreement… shall not exclude a payment service provider from liability. 83 The scope of principal vicarious liability under the NPSR is set by the agency agreement, with any liability exclusion clauses being invalid. An agent is defined as: "a person who for a fee, provides limited payment services on behalf of a payment service provider".
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This broad definition of an "agent" captures all outsourced persons, including independent contractors. The NPSR inhibits Safaricom's ability to contractually exclude liability for their agents' actions when offering payment services.
Paragraph 14(2) of the NPSR allows an agent to provide certain services under the agency agreement. An agent may provide payment services, cash services, other services that the principal may specify, or services related to payment services. 85 From such a broad definition and by including the words "other services in relation to payments", all services offered by a payment system provider under the agency agreement are captured. Therefore, the NPSR creates an incentive for Safaricom to monitor carefully the conduct of its agents.
Under the common law of tort, a principal is vicariously liable for an agent's fraud when money is received within the agent's actual authority that is connected to a contract. 86 Vicarious liability may extend to negligent misstatements which induce unsophisticated customers to contract with an agent. 87 The principal will be vicariously liable if the agent acted with authority. 88 If an agent's tort is a deliberate deceit or negligent misstatement and connected to a contract, the agent may be 85 Ibid, reg 14(3): Payments provided by an agent can be sent, received, stored, processed, or include other services in relation to payment services; public switch networks can be possessed, operated, managed, or controlled by the agent; data that is collected or processed can be done so on behalf of either the payment system provider or the user of payment system services. 86 Watts & Reynolds, supra note 76 at para . 87 For an example of creditworthiness, see ibid at para 9-118. 88 Ibid at para 9-116. personally liable. 89 Liability in fraud and for negligent misstatement provides further incentives for a principal to ensure their agents perform to high standards.
Beyond fraud or negligent misstatement the principal is generally not vicariously liable for an agent's tortious acts and omissions. Where a customer's loss, damage, or injury is caused by an agent's tort while acting on behalf of the principal, the agent is personally liable, whether acting with authority or not.
90 By contrast, principals in Malawi and MNOs in Kenya are vicariously liable for the torts of their "agents", even when these are formally recruited as independent contractors. For instance, Kenya's Guideline on Agent Banking holds the bank principal liable for an agent's tort if it is related to banking services. 91 This probably explains why Safaricom inserted in the original contract with its M-Pesa cash merchants a provision that explicitly excluded the liability of Safaricom for the agent's tort. The scope of vicarious liability beyond fraud and negligent misstatement in Fiji is unclear when liability is determined by the principal-agent contract.
C. Implementing a Functional Approach
Financial regulation is required to fill the legal vacuum outlined above, and to incentivise the principal to mitigate agent liability and risk. The problem faced by many countries is that financial regulatory regimes have traditionally taken an institutional approach that did not contemplate the emergence of non-bank DFS providers.
92 One way to overcome regulatory underlap within existing supervisory frameworks is to adopt a functional approach. 93 When an institutional approach is employed, regulatory underlap can develop. For example, the central banks examined in this article can be described as: Kenya -sectoral (banking), Malawipartially integrated (banking and insurance), and Fiji -integrated (banking, insurance, and securities). 94 Yet none of these central banks regulate MNO DFS providers because all follow an institutional approach. Kenya's central bank is the only supervisor that has applied functional regulation to MNO DFS providers. A functional approach captures all DFS providers because it focuses on a functional responsibility. 95 This enables a central bank to supervise different DFS institutions, maintain a regulatory focus on DFS market functions as they develop, and provide a level playing field for all providers of DFS To overcome the legal deficiencies outlined in this part, a functional approach should be supported by a broad definition of DFS agents, that mirrors the NPSR, and statutory vicarious liability regulations to capture all DFS principals, agents (whether agents properly so-called or putative independent contractors), and DFS offered, to ensure that the DFS principal is incentivized to mitigate risks and maximise regulatory compliance.
IV. REBALANCING ECONOMIC INCENTIVES WITH THE ALLOCATION OF LIABILITY A. Economic Incentive Mechanisms
Placing liability and the cost of compliance on the principal creates an incentive to monitor agents' behaviour. However, allocating these costs to the principal can have adverse consequences when effective agent monitoring is not possible. When agent monitoring is weak or absent, agents may reduce their level of care by overcharging customers, ignoring risk mitigation practices, or avoiding compliance with consumer protection, KYC or AML/CTF rules.
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To overcome this regulatory inefficiency, incentives between the principal and agent need to be rebalanced. Vicarious liability rules coupled with an internal incentive mechanisms is one way to achieve this balance.
B. Rebalancing Vicarious Liability with an Agent's Economic Incentives
If the principal is vicariously liable but cannot effectively monitor an agent's behaviour, then the agent's level of care will depend on its compliance costs. When the behaviour of an agent is unobservable by the principal:
[T]he agent's incentives for loss avoidance clearly depend upon the difference between the agent's wealth in the absence of a loss and the agent's wealth in the event of a loss (after payment of any judgment). The greater the difference, the more the agent has to gain from avoidance of the loss, and the more money or effort he will invest to that end.
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If the agent's compliance costs are higher than the costs of non-compliance, the agent will most likely act in his or her own self-interest by avoiding onerous compliance obligations. A pure vicarious liability rule is therefore not an effective loss-avoidance tool because the agent has an incentive to act in a more risky manner.
The agent's economic and compliance incentives should therefore be rebalanced by drafting a principal-agent agreement that supplements vicarious liability regulations. Sykes argues that when monitoring agent compliance is not possible, the principal-agent contract should adopt a combination of rewards and penalties that increase the agent's wealth in the absence of a loss and decrease wealth when a loss transpires. 98 In multi-period agency contracts -where agents accept periodic commissions for DFS, with a portion being performance based -the principal can influence the agent's behaviour by the use of rewards or penalties. Such a mechanism links the agent's remuneration to the level of compliance with the relevant laws, regulations, and the principal-agent contract. The most efficient economic mechanism is to pay a higher fee or bonus when the agent is compliant and impose a penalty when it is not.
C. Efficiently Regulating Non-bank Principals' Agent Liability in Kenya
To demonstrate how non-bank DFS principals' liability can be more efficiently regulated, we will explore the example of Kenya. DFS regulation is in keeping with the Kenyan Government's policy of financial inclusion through technological innovation, as the market for mobile money is well developed. 96 Sykes, "The Economics of Vicarious Liability", supra note 36 at 1237. 97 Ibid at 1248. 98 Ibid at 1254. The CBK should have the power to supervise and regulate all MNO DFS activities by introducing a functional approach, akin to the NPSR, to capture all DFS providers. 99 There are, however, a number of disadvantages with the NPSR's functional approach that need to be addressed: principal vicarious liability under the Agent Banking Guidelines is wider than under the NPSR, and the regulations are unclear as to whether principals are vicariously liable for all their agent's conduct within the scope of the agent's authority or whether the scope of liability arises solely from the terms of the principal-agent contract. The NPSR is also unclear as to whether principal liability applies to all outsourced entities, such as independent contractors, and does not direct the CBK to coordinate with other supervisors such as the telecommunications supervisor, the CAK. Nonetheless, the NPSR's functional approach could be modified and applied to the Agent Banking Guidelines to capture all DFS providers, DFS activities, and DFS providers' liability for outsourced retail agent-like businesses.
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To overcome the institutional regulatory underlap between banks and MNOs, the functional approach should be applied to the Agent Banking Guidelines, with the Banking Act amended to capture all DFS providers. Potential regulatory overlap, underlap, and arbitrage between the CBK, financial sector supervisors, and CAK should be redressed through drafting a memorandum of understanding ("MoU"). A supplementary provision drafted into the guidelines should clarify that independent contractors or any other outsourcing entity that provide retail DFS are deemed DFS agents. This would mitigate the risk of regulatory arbitrage, specifically contractual exclusions.
To ensure that agents do not abuse vicarious liability rules, economic incentives should be rebalanced through the principal-agent contract. A principal-agent contractual clause that calculates the agent's remuneration based on a mechanism of rewards and penalties linked with regulatory and contractual compliance should be made mandatory under the regulations. This mandatory mechanism could be included in the Agent Banking Guidelines by amending provision 4.5.1 ixadequate oversight safeguards to address instances of non-compliance, with the mechanics left to principal-agent negotiations. Monitoring of the agent is facilitated by the current mandatory contractual provisions. 101 Finally, the Agent Banking Guidelines could be retitled 'Digital Financial Services Agent Guidelines'.
Recalibrating the DFS regulatory approach would be in keeping with the BCBS's outsourcing guiding principles. The CBK would be assured that regulating outsourcing would not hamper Safaricom's ability to meet its regulatory obligations because its mobile money market and agent network are well developed. Safaricom could comply with stronger regulatory requirements by utilising its existing DFS infrastructure, technological capabilities, information asymmetries, and economies of scale. The CBK would satisfy the BCBS's second guiding principle of being aware of the potential risks posed from the outsourcing of DFS through agents by adopting a functional approach to regulate all DFS providers, utilising principals' optimal information asymmetries, and through coordination and information sharing provisions in the proposed MoU.
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Safaricom's current market share has directly benefited from the Kenyan Government's financially inclusive policies from increased transaction volumes and financial deepening. Nonetheless, DFS financially inclusive policies require appropriate supervision and regulation to manage new functional responsibilities of competition, consumer protection, market conduct, and AML/CFT. 103 The Competition Authority of Kenya recently decided to open up Safaricom's agent network to other MNO mobile money providers. In response Safaricom lowered its M-Pesa fees for small transactions by 67%. Lowering fees so considerably will affect the profitability of other MNO DFS providers. MNO agent profitability will also come under pressure which will either result in a reduction of their level of care or the abandonment of the agent business.
104 A Kenyan 2013 agent survey suggests that abandoning their agent business would be the most likely outcome. 105 If this is the outcome, the final upshot of strengthening DFS provider competition may be reduced agent profitability and agent competition, which in turn leads to lower service quality to the detriment of customers and financially inclusive policies. 106 To better manage competition in the DFS market, the introduction of a minimum DFS fee may be necessary. This will ensure an adequate level of profitability to instil provider, agent, and customer confidence in the DFS market so that it can continue to develop while promoting financial inclusion.
V. CONCLUSION
In developing countries, DFS offered through agents has been instrumental in promoting financial inclusion. The efficient allocation of liability between the agent and the principal is fundamental to a successful and reliable DFS network. This article has assessed the economic and legal implications of agent liability to determine that vicarious liability of the principal is the more efficient regulatory approach to promote financial inclusion. At a fundamental level, vicarious liability is preferred as the principal is in a better position than the central bank to monitor agents and, in comparison to the agent, absorb any economic losses without becoming insolvent. Furthermore, vicarious liability will be preferred by the principal when monitoring of the agent is sufficient to mitigate risks.
From an economic perspective, the arguments supporting vicarious liability include financial inclusion, the central bank's inefficient monitoring of agents, mitigating the principal's ability to avoid liability under agent guidelines and the common law, and the incentives of the principal and agent to synthesise a flourishing DFS network.
Given the asymmetry of power between the parties and the cost of enforcing contracts, allocating liability solely through an explicit principal-agent agreement is not economically efficient. A legal framework that places liability on the DFS principal is both necessary and more 102 Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, supra note 54 at 3. 103 International Monetary Fund, supra note 18 at 4. 104 Shavell, Economic Analysis of Accident Law, supra note 36. efficient. In Kenya, because MNOs fall outside the agent banking regulatory framework, Safaricom was able, until the passage of the NPSR, to exploit contractual provisions to place personal liability on cash merchants. The introduction of the NPSR has, in part, redressed this inefficiency.
A statutory framework that places vicarious liability upon all DFS principals and recognises all outsourced entities as agents is therefore required. However, if direct monitoring by the principal is not possible, the agent may be incentivised to act in its self-interest and avoid the costs of regulatory compliance. To overcome this problem, a compliance mechanism of rewards and penalties should be made mandatory under the DFS agent regulations and drafted into the principalagent contract. The introduction of a minimum DFS fee may also be required if competition in the DFS market is not producing adequate principal-agent profitability to support market development and financially inclusive policies.
